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Jenkins: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2011

	
		This book is aimed at relatively technical readers, though no prior experience with
		Continuous Integration is assumed. You may be new to Continuous Integration, and
		would like to learn about the benefits it can bring to your development team. Or, you
		might be using Jenkins or Hudson already, and want to discover how you can...



		

Web Design All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	All you need to know on web design in a thorough new edition


	If you want just one complete reference on web design, this book is it. The newest edition of this essential guide features 650+ pages on the latest tools and new web design standards, such as HTML5, CSS 3, and other core technologies and page-building strategies....


		

Integrating PHP Projects with JenkinsO'Reilly, 2011

	
		Today's web applications require frequent updates, not just by adding or upgrading features, but by maintaining and improving the software’s existing code base as well. This concise book shows PHP developers how to use Jenkins, the popular continuous integration server, to monitor various aspects of software quality...







		

Learning Android Application TestingPackt Publishing, 2015

	Improve your Android applications through intensive testing and debugging


	About This Book

	
		Focus on Android instrumentation testing to ensure full application coverage
	
		Apply testing techniques and utilize tools to improve Android application development
	
		Build intensively...



		

Learning JavaScriptMVCPackt Publishing, 2013

	Learn to build well-structured JavaScript web applications using JavaScriptMVC


	Overview

	
		Install JavaScriptMVC in three different ways, including installing using Vagrant and Chef
	
		Document your JavaScript codebase and generate searchable API documentation.
	
		Test your codebase...



		

Eating the IT Elephant: Moving from Greenfield Development to BrownfieldIBM Press, 2008
A Practical, Start-to-Finish Approach to Managing, Evolving, and Transforming Legacy IT Systems
 

For every IT executive, manager, architect, program leader, project leader, and lead analyst

 

...





		

Learning DevOps: Continuously Deliver Better SoftwarePackt Publishing, 2016

	Learn to use some of the most exciting and powerful tools to deliver world-class quality software with continuous delivery and DevOps


	About This Book

	
		Get to know the background of DevOps so you understand the collaboration between different aspects of an IT organization and a software developer

...

		

Jenkins Continuous Integration CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	Jenkins is a Java-based Continuous Integration (CI) server that supports the discovery of defects early in the software cycle. Thanks to over 400 plugins, Jenkins communicates with many types of systems, building and triggering a wide variety of tests.





	CI involves making small changes to software, and then building and...

		

Extending DockerPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Get the first book on the market that shows you how to extend the capabilities of Docker using plugins and third-party tools
	
		Master the skills of creating various plugins and integrating great tools in order to enhance the functionalities of Docker
	
		A practical and learning guide...







		

DevOps: Continuous Delivery, Integration, and Deployment with DevOps: Dive into the core DevOps strategiesPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Explore the high-in demand core DevOps strategies with powerful DevOps tools such as Ansible, Jenkins, and Chef

	
		Key Features

		
			Get acquainted with methodologies and tools of the DevOps framework
	
			Perform continuous integration, delivery, deployment, and monitoring using...




		

Pro iOS Continuous IntegrationApress, 2014

	Pro iOS Continuous Integration teaches you how to utilize the strengths of continuous integration in your everyday work. CI is more popular now than ever, as iOS developers realize how time-consuming building and deploying an application for testing purposes and quality assurance can be. This book shows you how to make your...


		

Hands-On Continuous Integration and Delivery: Build and release quality software at scale with Jenkins, Travis CI, and CircleCIPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Understand various tools and practices for building a continuous integration and delivery pipeline effectively

	
		Key Features

		
			Get up and running with the patterns of continuous integration
	
			Learn Jenkins UI for developing plugins and build an effective Jenkins pipeline

...
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